The RNLI is working with Tanzania Sea Rescue (TSR), a newly formed search and rescue organisation based in Dar es Salaam, to develop their skills and capacity. The aim is for them to provide an effective search and rescue service at sea.

Why are we doing this?

Statistics for deaths by maritime accidents in Tanzania are sobering. Ferry accidents have resulted in the loss of thousands of lives in recent years and artisanal fishermen drown in uncounted numbers. Commercial shipping and trade as well as tourist charter boats and scuba divers, are important to the economy and are exposed to risk.

The RNLI was initially approached in 2015 for some guidance on how to set up a maritime search and rescue (SAR) organisation. Since then, we have been providing support with capacity building, SAR training and assistance with organisational development.

Tanzania Sea Rescue (TSR) is still in the early stages of its organisational development and is currently developing its SAR capability. Since 2016, with its limited resources, it has been providing a lifeboat service within the Msasani Bay area of Dar es Salaam. It has established a lifeboat station and owns a functioning boat. The volunteers have already completed several rescues, including to broken down ships and stricken sailing boats (dharos).

Tanzania Sea Rescue crew members are all volunteers.
What do we want to achieve?

The main purpose of this project is to assist TSR in providing an effective response to search and rescue incidents along the coast of Dar es Salaam, with the potential to expand nationally. We have also been engaging with the community to raise safety awareness and prevent drowning in the most at-risk communities.

How are we doing it?

The RNLI is providing technical support to TSR through remote and in-country mentoring and training. This includes a number of in-country training visits, building their SAR and first aid skills, and developing trainer/assessors so they can train their own volunteers.

We are also developing key TSR members in the skills associated with running a volunteer maritime SAR organisation, so that TSR can become self-sustaining as it expands in future.

Who are the project team?

Recognising the value of a collaborative approach, this initiative brings together two lifesaving organisations:

**Lifeboats**
Royal National Lifeboat Institution (RNLI)
RNLI.org/international

**Tanzania Sea Rescue (TSR)**
tanzaniasearescue.org